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ABSTRACT 

Distributed energy units cannot be directly integrated into the power grid due 

to their inherently varying output. An interfacing technology is required. The 

power electronic interface is used for connecting distributed energy resources 

to the smart grid. It can also be used in any type of electric vehicles. It does not 

store energy in its circuitry. It receives power from the distributed energy 

source and converts it to power at the required voltage and frequency. This 

paper provides a brief introduction on power electronic interface. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past, the ac power grid was dominated by large-scale 

centralized power plants. However, the need to exploit local 

resources and reduce CO2 emissions has introduced 

distributed energy (DE). Distributed energy resources 

(DERs) include micro turbine, wind turbine, fuel cell, and 

photovoltaic solar system. They are small scale generation, 

typically in the range 1kW – 10 MW. Distributed energy (DE) 

system, also known as distributed generation (DG), refers to 

a variety of small modular power-generating technologies 

that can be combined to improve the quality and reliability 

of the electricity supply. DEs may be regarded as energy 

systems located at or near the point of use. DE systems offer 

some benefits for both the consumer and the electrical 

supplier [1]. 

 

There are a wide variety of applications for DE systems: 

backup and emergency power, base load power, and peaking 

power in addition to offering a combined heat and power 

option. The growing number of DE systems introduces new 

challenges to the operation of electric power grid, especially 

where the variable energy is a significant portion of the total 

system capacity. To increase the usefulness of DE systems 

and reduce potential impacts, power electronic interfaces 

(PEI) is used to integrate DE with the existing electrical 

power system. Thus, the power electronic interface plays a 

vital role in matching the characteristics of a unit distributed 

generation with the grid requirements including frequency, 

voltage, harmonic minimization, etc. [2]. It may be used to 

integrate two or more renewable energy sources. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PEI 

As mentioned earlier, the PEI can be used to connect any DE 

system to a power grid. 

 

PEI is suitable for standalone applications as well as for grid 

interface. As shown in the block diagram of Figure 1, the PEI 

consists of the rectifier and inverter. The PEI contains the 

necessary circuitry (which may include a rectifier and 

inverter for converting dc to ac) to convert power from one 

form to another. The AC -DC rectifier circuits are normally 

used to generate a dc voltage from either an ac source or the 

utility supply. (For example, the charging power of a battery 

is converted from the utility through an AC-DC power 

conversion.) DC-AC inverter circuits generate a regulated ac 

supply from a dc input and its output is controlled by a 

current or voltage source. It converts a DC source to grid 

compatible AC power. Inverter circuits may have to operate 

in parallel [1,3]. The configuration of a typical PEI is shown 

in Figure 2 [4]. 

 

PEIs are commonly found in systems providing stand-alone 

ac power application as well as for grid interface. They can 

be used in any type of electric vehicles including light electric 

vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, and battery electric 

vehicles, which are gaining popularity around the world due 

to the rapid reduction of fossil fuels [5]. They are also used in 

MEMS energy harvesters [6]. They can be controlled to 

perform several functions such as controlling power flow 

and regulating the local voltage.  
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MULTIPORT PEI 

The idea of multiport power electronic interface (MPEI) 

refers to interfacing multiple renewable energy sources. It 

offers direct interface to different sources, storages, and 

loads. It is dedicated to harvesting and managing renewable 

energy sources and interacting with utility grid. The block 

diagram of the MPEI is shown in Figure 3. 

 

The ports of MPEI are connected to conventional sources 

and renewable sources. A five-port MPEI prototype is 

developed in [7]. As a power interface, MPEI does not store 

energy in its circuitry. Unified multiple-input PEIs have the 

advantages of low cost, high power density, and ease of 

management. MPEIs are used in a variety of applications. For 

example, they are used for interfacing smart appliances in a 

smart home . They have been used in managing multiple 

energy sources and loads in electric vehicles and in the 

charging process in a charging station [8]. 

 

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES 

Power electronic interfaces offer unique capabilities over 

traditional interconnection technologies. They have fast 

response times. PEIs can respond to events or fault 

conditions within in the subcycle range. This fast response 

can enable advanced applications. PEIs can allow for control 

of voltage and reactive power at the generation source. They 

can also be used to integrate hybrid systems, which integrate 

more than one DE technology [1]. 

 

Advanced PEIs will allow DE systems to provide increased 

functionality, increased electric system compatibility, 

greater electrical flexibility in operations with other DE 

sources, and energy security. For the customer, benefits 

include reduced price volatility, greater reliability, and 

improved power quality. For the energy supplier, benefits 

include reduced transmission and distribution congestion, 

improved grid utilization, and the ability of the DE systems 

to provide ancillary services such as load following, power 

quality disturbance compensation, and back-up service [1].  

 

However, the addition of PEIs increases costs of the DE 

infrastructure investment. Power electronics accounts for a 

significant part of the distributed energy systems cost. In 

addition to cost and reliability issues, three major challenges 

facing PEI in DE applications are [9]: 

� There is lack of standardization and interoperability 

among power electronic components. Standardization is 

needed for the communication interfaces between 

modules. 

� Power electric devices must be modular and scalable. 

� Current research efforts focus on power electronic 

subsystems, not on the DER systems. 

 

Designing a suitable, robust, effective PEI to make DE 

possible can be challenging. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Renewable electricity sources are inherently variable—not 

intermittent. Power electronic interfaces (PEI) are needed to 

integrate the sources with the existing electrical power 

system. Distributed generation system, interfaced to the 

power grid will become common in the future smart grids 

due to the advantages mentioned earlier [10]. Development 

in advanced power electronics technology will improve and 

accelerate the use of renewable and distributed energy 

systems and act as an enabler to the success of smart grid 

implementation. A more thorough discussion on power 

electronic interfaces is available in [1]. One should also 

consult IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics. 
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Figure 1 DE system and PEI block diagram [1]. 

 

 
Figure 2 A typical PEI circuit [4]. 

 

 
Figure 3 Multiport power electronic interface (MPEI) [6].

 


